This paper investigates learning a ranking function using pairwise constraints in the context of human-machine interaction. As the performance of a learnt ranking model is predominantly determined by the quality and quantity of training data, in this work we explore an active learning to rank approach. Furthermore, since humans may not be able to confidently provide an order for a pair of similar instances we explore two types of pairwise supervision: (i) a set of "strongly" ordered pairs which contains confidently ranked instances, and (ii) a set of "weakly" ordered pairs which consists of similar or closely ranked instances. Our active knowledge injection is performed by querying domain experts on pairwise orderings, where informative pairs are located by considering both local and global uncertainties. Under this active scheme, querying of pairs which are uninformative or outliers instances would not occur. We evaluate the proposed approach on three real world datasets and compare with representative methods. The promising experimental results demonstrate the superior performance of our approach, and validate the effectiveness of actively using pairwise orderings to improve ranking performance.
Introduction
Any system that presents ordered results to users is performing ranking [1] . This has led to extensive interest in using machine learning techniques for learning a ranking retrieval function. An effective ranking function is the key component for many information retrieval systems, such as web search, collaborative filtering, image retrieval, and computational advertising. The objective of learning to rank is to automatically construct a ranking model from training data and has been widely used in information retrieval [2] . The three broad areas of learning to rank differ in the form of supervision which can be provided in the form of: 1) A set of labeled instances (pointwise), 2) A set of pairwise ranking constraints (pairwise), or 3) A partial ranking list (list-wise). A ranking function is eventually derived through optimizing a predefined loss/gain measure given the instance features and one of the above forms of supervision [3] . In the test stage, for a given collection of objects, the ranking function assigns a ranking score to each object, and ranks them in a descending order based on these scores. Pointwise approaches are less general since they often treat the ranking problem as a classification or regression problem. Compared to listwise approaches, pairwise supervision is relatively easy to obtain and requires much less effort from human experts. In this paper, we focus on pairwise supervision.
Motivation and Problem Setting. The quality of a ranking model highly depends on training data, including both the quantity and quality of the given pairwise constraints [4] . However, obtaining such information relies on human experts and hence is expensive to acquire thus creates the need for active learning formulations. Compared to typical active learning which has been extensively studied in the context of querying labels in classification problems, active learning to rank confronts some distinctive difficulties. Not only are the instances not independent but the notion of querying a single instance makes little sense. The problem that we are trying to address in this paper is to learn a ranking function using the supervision of a set of ordered instance pairs. Our leveraged supervision consists of two sets of pairwise constraints: (1) strong constraints -a collection of confidently ranked instance pairs, and (2) weak constraints -a set of instance pairs each of which consists of two closely ranked instances, e.g., instance i is slightly ranked before instance j. We include the concept of weakly ranked pairs due to the fact that similar pairs are constantly observed in real world problems. The objective in the training stage is to find a ranking function that satisfies a maximum number of the given pairwise constraints. The learnt generative ranking function can be readily applied to unseen instances.
Proposal. We start with a simple linear ranking function, where a ranking is performed similarly to regression using a hyperplane. Following the intuition that the "best" ranking hyperplane is supposed to be the one which maximally stretches the ordered pairs along its direction, we propose a "large margin" orientated cost function [5, 6] . Since a linear function cannot handle complicated ranking scenarios, we kernelize the formulation by deriving the dual of the original problem. As for the active query selection, the informative pair is selected by finding the pairs that are both locally and globally uncertain. The proposed selection scheme is similar to Bayesian optimization approach in the sense that it is a combination of exploration (global uncertainty) and exploitation (local uncertainty). We here use an example, shown in Figure 1 , to illustrate the intuition of our query strategy. Figure 1 (a) shows a set of instances in a 2D space, and the dash blue line denotes the optimal ranking direction. Local uncertainty refers to the pairs whose orderings are unclear to the current ranking function. Thereby, it leans towards the pairs consisting of two instances that are close in feature space. The potential pairwise queries found by local uncertainty is shown in Figure 1 (b). Global uncertainty refers to the uncertainty of the rank of a single instance w.r.t. all others. It therefore prefers the instances that are in the "dense" parts of a ranked list. The candidates found by global uncertainty is shown in Figure  1 (c). Through combining both uncertainty measures, the proposed active query strategy is reliable in terms of identifying informative instance pairs, while neglecting pairs that are uninformative or outliers. The final query found by our active scheme is shown in Figure  1 (d). By constraining the ranking function on such informative pairwise ordering, the ranking accuracy could be significantly improved. Contributions. Our work makes several contributions:
1. We investigate a new form of knowledge injection for learning to rank by querying human experts of the pairwise orderings between instances. This is much easier to answer compared to asking for explicit ranking scores or a complete rank list.
2. We propose a generic active learning to rank algorithm. Since both local and global uncertainties are considered, querying on uninformative pairs, such as outliers and similar pairs, is prevented.
3. The proposed framework allows specifying weakly ordered instance pairs that are ranked close together, which makes the ranking model more pragmatic in solving real world problems by allowing a limited degree of confidence/belief to be specified.
We begin our paper with the discussion of related studies. Then, we present the proposed ranking function and query selection strategy. Our experimental section explores our approach on three real applications: (i) financial risk ranking of companies, (ii) County contributions ranking in presidential election, and (iii) music retrieval (by release year). We finally conclude our work.
Related Work
Learning to rank falls into three categories. (i) Pointwise methods approximate a ranking problem by an ordinal regression problem, where the group structure of data is ignored. Representative works in this category include Large Margin [10] , Prank [11] , and Subset Ranking [12] . (ii) Pairwise methods transform ranking to pairwise classification by learning a binary classifier that can tell which instance is ranked higher in a given instance pair. (iii) Listwise methods treat a rank list as an instance, such as ListNet [2] , AdaRank [13] and SVM Map [14] , where the group structure is considered. Since it is easier to actively query a pairwise ordering compared with pointwise and listwise questions, we will focus on the pairwise approach in this work. Pairwise approaches have been successfully applied to many information retrieval applications. Joachims [5] applied RankSVM to document retrieval, where the training data consists of document pairs derived from users' click-through data. RankNet [1] has been proven to be useful on large scale web search. A brief introduction of learning to rank approaches exists [3] .
Although learning to rank has been extensively studied, there are only a few works looked at active learning to rank. Donmez and Carbonell [15] investigate active document selection in ranking which tends to query the documents that potentially can make great change to the ranking model. Yu [16] suggests that the most informative pair is the one whose ordering is most ambiguous to the ranking function. Long et al [4] incorporate both query and document selection into active learning for ranking, and proposes a two-stage optimization that minimizes the expected DCG loss. Yang et al [17] propose a greedy query strategy that maximizes a linear combination of query difficulty, density and diversity. An empirical evaluation of documents selection strategies for rank learning could be found in [18] . However the aforementioned approaches may not perform reliably in some scenarios. For example, expected model change methods fail to consider the possible answers from human experts and are computationally expensive, and uncertainty sampling methods could fail when there is noise or errors in the training data.
Besides, none of them considers the existence of weakly ordered pairs, which are observed in real world problems. To address these issues, the ranking model used in our framework is able to tolerates weak constraints and the proposed active scheme tries to balance the local and global uncertainty of an instance pair.
3 The Algorithm 3.1 Preliminaries. Given a set of n instances represented in R m defined by feature vectors X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n }, we define a ranking problem with respect to some external ordering not available to the algorithm. As the prior knowledge, we are given a set of strongly ranked pairs of instances S = {(i, j)} such that (i, j) ∈ mathcalS =⇒ instance i ranked before instance j or instance i has a stronger presence of the attribute than instance j, and a set of weakly ranked pairs of instance W = {(i, j)} such that (i, j) ∈ W =⇒ instance i slightly ranked before instance j or instance i and j are closely ranked in a rank list. Since we aim at developing an inductive ranking algorithm, the training set cannot be empty, which means that at least one of S and W cannot be empty at the beginning of training.
We aim to learn a linear ranking function τ ,
where w defines a ranking hyperplane in R m . Then the ranking problem is to optimize over w such that a maximum number of the constraints are satisfied:
3.2 Learning The Ranking Function. As shown in [19] deriving the optimal w in Eq.(3.1) with constraints in Eq.(3.2) is computationally intractable, instead, the problem can be approximated as a "large margin" problem with corresponding pairwise constraints. Moreover, we further relax the problem using two non-negative "soft margin" slack variables ξ and γ, since completely obeying the constraints is undesirable if the data contains noise or outliers. A smooth separating boundary that ignores a few constraints is better than one that loops around the outliers. This allows the rank to have a small distance on the wrong side of the stated constraints. To avoid the trivial solution where large slacks allow any hyperplane, we add another term to the formulation that penalizes this situation. The relaxed problem is then formulated as:
Primal Problem:
where C is a parameter that allows the trading-off between the "margin" and training error (in terms of unsatisfied pairwise constraints). Similar to the two constraints shown in Eq.(3.2), the first constraint of Eq.(3.3) is used to enforce the ranking function to be consistent with the given strongly ranked pairs, and the second term enforces that similar instances should not be ranked far away from each other. The primal optimization problem proposed in Eq.(3.3) is convex [5] , and equivalent to that of a SVM classification problem but on pairwise differences (x i − x j ), which can be solved using a variant of decomposition SVM solvers, such as SV M light [20] . The form of the penalty terms on slack variables ξ and γ in Eq.(3.3) implies the hinge loss, which is not differentiable. Therefore, the solution also can be approximated using the Huber loss [21] , which is a differentiable approximation of hinge loss. Due to the differentiability of the quadratic loss function the optimal solution can be recovered using Newton optimization [21, 6] with a backtracking strategy to reach a convergence.
Kernelizing
The Ranking Problem. In practical learning problems it is unlikely that linear methods produce desirable accuracy, thereby nonlinear approaches are preferred if the computational complexity is not significantly increased. A nonlinear ranking function could be easily obtained from a linear rank-ing followed by a mapping function φ, which projects the original data vectors to a higher dimensional space where there is a better chance that more pairwise constraints are satisfied. Using a mapping function φ, the linear ranking shown in Eq.(3.1) becomes nonlinear .
A kernel function, which characterizes a notion of pairwise similarity between the instances, allows the nonlinearity of the ranking function τ without explicitly providing a mapping function φ. To make use of the kernel, firstly we need to find the dual problem of the optimization defined in Eq.(3.3). There are two major reasons for solving the learning problem in its dual [21] : (1) The duality theory provides a convenient way to handle the constraints; and (2) The dual optimization could be expressed in terms of dot products of instance vectors, thus makes it possible to apply kernel functions. According to the Lagrangian theory and KKT (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker) conditions, strong duality of the primal problem holds. Therefore the dual problem can be derived by following the standard procedure. The Lagrange primal function L can be obtained by subtracting the products of the multipliers (α, β) and pairwise constraints (Eq. (3.3) ).
Note that the non-negative slack constraints could be kept as they can be easily handle directly. Take the first-order derivatives of L with respect to w and set it to zero, ∂L ∂w = 0, we arrive at:
where α and β are the Lagrange multipliers that are used to encode the constraints. Let K denote the kernel matrix and x t denote a test point, then the kernelized ranking function τ k can be formulated as:
Substituting the results in Eq.(3.6) into the Lagrange primal function L, the dual problem is formulated as:
Dual Problem:
Since the primal optimization problem is convex, the dual problem is also convex. Thereby, the dual optimization is equivalent to that of a kernel SVM classification problem but on inner products of pairwise differences (x i − x j )
T (x k − x l ), which can be solved using a variant of kernel SVM solvers, such as libsvm [22] . Due to the convexity of the problem, alternating the gradient based optimization over α and β could also lead us to the global optima. In our implementation, we simply solve the above constrained dual problem using CVX, which is a matlab package for specifying and solving convex programs [23, 24] .
Query Strategy.
Active learning aim to improve the learning performance using minimal human efforts, consequently, the key question here turns to be how to locate the most informative pairwise orderings that are currently unknown. An influential pairwise ordering needs to have: (1) LU (Local Uncertainty): The ranking model is uncertain about this pairwise ordering, which implies that the difference of the ranking scores between two instances i and j, namely w T (x i − x j )), is very small. For example, for a pair of instances x i and x j , w T (x i − x j ) > 1 indicates that our model is confident on that instance x i ranked before x j , and the ordering between such a pair is in general very certain. (2) GU (Global Uncertainty): The overall ranks of both instances in a pair are uncertain, which implies that the ranks of these two instances potentially have high impact to the ranking model. If our ranking function is confused about the overall rank of an instance x i w.r.t all others, querying on x i would generally be informative to improve the ranking performance. However, each of the two uncertainty measures suffers from its own drawback. For local uncertainty, a small ranking distance w T (x i − x j ) could also be caused by that instances x i and x j are in fact similar and thus closely ranked. If this is the case, querying the ordering of such pair would be useless, as the ranking model already told us the correct answer. For global uncertainty, an instance whose overall rank to others is uncertain might be an outlier or noise. If this is the case, it is clear that querying of such an instance would be useless, and thereby should be avoided. A stable query strategy could be achieved by combining these two uncertainty measures together with a balancing parameter p. Let (x * i , x * j ) denote the most informative pair whose ordering will be queried next, we formulate the balanced query strategy as:
where GU(•) measures the global uncertainty of the overall rank of an instance pair with respect to all other instances, and LU(•) assesses the local uncertainty of our ranking model on a pair of instances. p is a tuning parameter that balances the influence of the two global and local uncertainty measures.
Definition of Local Uncertainty. In our proposed ranking function, the local uncertainty could be measured using the value of ranking distance, namely w T (x i − x j ). While a large w T (x i − x j ) indicates our ranking function is confident on the ranking order of the two instances, in active learning we are more interested in the pairwise orderings that are not very clear. Therefore, it is reasonable to query the pairs having small ranking distances, whose pairwise order is not obvious to the ranking function. To fit the problem definition shown in Eq.(3.9), the local uncertainty could be estimated using the inverse of w T (x i − x j ).
The kernelized version of local uncertainty can be expressed as shown below.
In practice, the criterion shown in Eq.(3.10) would prefer the pairs (1) whose orderings are unclear to the ranking model, or (2) the two instances are in fact closely ranked. The later case does not constitute an informative query in active learning, but this would be significantly alleviated by inducing the global uncertainty.
Definition of Global Uncertainty. Following the intuition that a globally uncertain instance should be the one whose pairwise orderings to all others are not clear, the global uncertainty also can be assessed using ranking distance (w T (x i − x j )). Assume that there is an instance x i whose ranking distance to all others are exactly the same, in our ranking model this would be expressed as an uniform value of w T (x i −x j ) f or ∀ x j ∈ X, we then can conclude that our ranking model have no idea about where x i is ranked among all instances, and therefore by querying x i the training set would be greatly enriched. In order to encourage querying of such unclearly ranked instances, we assess the global uncertainty using entropy. Consider that the ranking distances can be either negative and positive in our model, and the sum of the values of w T (x i − x j ) ( f or ∀ x j ∈ X) is unlikely to be one. Hence, firstly we need to normalize the ranking distances to be nonnegative and sum-to-one.
Then, the global uncertainty can be calculated using the entropy of the normalized ranking distances.
The kernelized version of Eq.(3.12) can be obtained by simply substituting the w with its kernelized form shown in Eq.(3.6). Empirically, maximizing the criterion shown in Eq.(3.13) would prefer to select the instances that appear in the "dense" part of a ranked list. Such instances potentially contain the maximum information to better learn a ranking hyperplane w , and thereby global uncertainty makes active querying more effective if use together with local uncertainty.
Empirical Study
In this section, we attempt to understand the strengths and relative performance of our approach which we refer to in this section as Proposed. In particular we wish to answer how well our method compares to the followings:
Our proposed approach significantly outperforms the two baseline methods. Given this, a natural question would be, "Is the good performance due to the query strategy or the nonlinearity of the ranking model?". To investigate this we explore the following scenarios: 3. Our active pair selection strategy but the two baselines' ranking models, i.e. RankSVM + Active and Relative Attributes + Active.
4. Our ranking model but the query selection is solely based on local uncertainty (without global uncertainty), i.e. Proposed + Local Uncertainty.
5.
A random pair selection for all three ranking models, i.e. Proposed + Random, RankSVM + Random and Relative Attributes + Random.
We compare the seven approaches on three different types of data to show the versatility of our approach. The parameters in RankSVM and Relative Attributes include the initial ranking hyperplane w (set to zeros in our experiment), and the two options for Newton's method, i.e. maximum number of linear conjugate gradients (set to 20), stopping criterion for conjugate gradients (set to 10 −3 ). For our model, we adopt RBF kernel (the length scale is selected using cross validation), and set the tuning parameter p to 1. The penalty constant for the slack variables in all three ranking models is set to 0.1. In evaluation, ranking accuracy was assessed using a normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), which is defined as (4.14)
NDCG
where r(i) is the rating (strength w.r.t. the ranking) of instance i, and N is the normalization constant such that a perfect rank get NDCG score 1. In each of the three applications we chose to compute NDCG at two different rank numbers to simulate the scenarios where different numbers of instances initially viewed by users.
Application 1 -Financial Risk Ranking.
The financial dataset consists of 19,395 10-K reports (data available at http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/10K/), the annual revenue reports of publicly-traded corporations required by Securities Exchange Commission, published over the period of 1996-2006 from 10,492 companies [7] . Feature extraction is performed on the raw text files using TFIDF, and produces 150,360 features (sparse) for each instance. To further speedup the computation, we project the feature vectors to a 100 dimensional space using the PCA. The goal here is to rank the companies in descending order with respect to their financial risks (for investment purpose). Each report comes with a date of publication, which could be used to locate the stock price changes over the twelve-month period before, and the twelve-month period after each report. The ground truth financial risk of each company was assessed using stock return volatility measurements, based on which the pairwise constraints (orderings used as the supervision in our ranking model) are generated.
Result and Discussion. In each trial, we randomly select 100 pairs as the initial training data to learn the ranking function. We then gradually add 100 more pairwise constraints to the training set using both the proposed query strategy and random queries, such that the evaluation is performed w.r.t. the training sets of different sizes. The experiments are repeated for 30 times, and the average NDCGs are reported in Figure  2 (a) (at rank 100) and Figure 2(b) (at rank 500) . We see that, compared with the methods using our active query strategy, along with the number of training pairs increases the ones using random querying do not noticeably improve the ranking accuracy. Moreover, querying solely based on local uncertainty performs worse than the combined querying scheme. This validates the usefulness of our local and global uncertainty strategy, and confirms the motivation and necessity of active learning to rank since asking random pairwise orderings cannot efficiently improve the ranking performance. It can be observed that Relative Attributes in general achieves higher ranking accuracy than RankSVM, which testifies the success of weak constraints. Among the three ranking models, the proposed model significantly outperforms the two others, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our kernelized ranking function. We believe the superior performance of the proposed ranking model is derived from both the nonlinearity of our model, and the allowance of weakly ordered pairs.
Application 2 -Election Votes Ranking.
The space ga dataset (data obtained from StatLib at http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/space ga) contains 3,107 observations on U.S. county votes cast in the 1980 presidential election [8] . Specifically, there are totally six features for each county, including (1) populationthe population in each county of 18 year of age or older, (2) education -the population with a 12-th grade or higher education, (3) houses -the number of owneroccupied housing units, (4) income -the aggregate income, and (5-6) geographic location -spatial coordinates of the county. The goal here is to rank the 3,107 counties in descending order with respect to their contributions in presidential election. The dependent variable (used to obtain the desired ranking) is the log of the proportion of votes cast for both candidates in the 1980 presidential election, which is viewed as the ground truth contributions in this ranking problem. To automate the evaluation of active learning to rank, the pairwise supervision is generated based on these dependent variables.
Result and Discussion. The experiment is repeated for 30 times, and in each trial we randomly select 10 pairwise orderings for the initial training. After that, 50 more pairwise constraints are added to the training set based on random query selection and our query strategy. The average NDCGs are reported in Figure 3 , where Figure 3(a) shows the result at rank 30 and Figure 3(b) shows the result at rank 100. We see that the performance of the three methods using random querying is very weak as there is only slight improvement on ranking accuracy as the number of training pairs increases. Additionally, our local-global combined query strategy outperforms the one using only local uncertainty. This demonstrates the usefulness of our balanced active pairwise query scheme. Besides, it can be observed that while RankSVM and Relative Attributes achieve nearly identical ranking accuracy, the proposed approach performs much better than both of them. A plausible explanation is that weakly ordered pairs may not improve the ranking performance in this application, but our approach is still powerful as the ranking function is nonlinear. This demonstrate the advantage of nonlinearity, which enables the ranking model to handle more complicated situations.
Application 3 -Music Retrieval (by year).
The YearPredictionMSD dataset, obtained from UCI machine learning repository [26] , is extracted from the million song dataset [9] , which consists of 515,345 songs ranging 1922 -2011 with a peak in the year 2000s. In the experiment, we perform the evaluation on a subset of the original data, which contains 51,630 song tracks. Feature extraction is perform using Echo Nest API, and produces 90 audio features in total, including 12 timbre averages and 78 timbre covariances. The average and covariance are calculated over a set of segments of a song, where each segment being described as a 12-dimensional timbre vector. The target value is the release year of song tracks (between 1922 to 2011). Our goal is to retrieve songs released in a particular year based on the features of audio content. To automate the evaluation, the ground truth pairwise orderings are generated using the given release years of songs. For example, if the ranking task is to retrieve the songs released in 1950, songs released in 1947-1949 and 1951-1953 will be viewed as weakly ranked after the songs released exactly in 1950, and all other songs will be enforced to be strongly ranked below the songs of 1950. Result and Discussion. To comprehensively investigate the performance of the proposed approach, our experiment is carried out on 20 different music retrieval tasks (20 randomly selected release years), each of which is repeated for 30 times with random initial training set. In each trial, we start with a training set containing only 100 ordered pairs, and then gradually increase the number of training pairs to 200 using both the proposed active scheme and random querying. The resulting NDCGs are averaged over the 20 release years and 30 random trials, and are reported in Figure 4 , where Figure 4(a) shows the accuracy at rank 30 and Figure 4(b) shows the performance at rank 50. We see that for all three ranking models, the performance of our query scheme is significantly better than those methods using random queries. Besides, it can be seen in both figures that the balanced query strategy outperforms local uncertainty querying. This demonstrates that our active scheme is successful since it efficiently improves the ranking accuracy across different ranking models. It can be observed that, using the same query scheme, Relative Attribute provides better retrieval results than RankSVM. Since the tolerance of weakly ordered pairs is the only difference between them, this implies that retrieval models allowing weak pairwise constraints generally produce more reliable ranking solutions. 
Conclusion
In this paper we present a generic active learning to rank approach using pairwise constraints. The underlying objective of our ranking model is to maximally stretch the given ordered pairs along with the norm of a ranking hyperplane. The contributions of our learning to rank formulation is to make the ranking function nonlinear using kernel methods, and also to consider the existence of similar or closely ranked instances. The proposed query strategy combines local and global uncertainties, which enables querying on uncertain pairs but ignoring uninformative pairs such as noise and outliers. We empirically show that the proposed active query scheme performs well when concatenated with other ranking models, implying the versatility of our query strategy. The promising results shown in our empirical study demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed approach in solving a wide range of real world problems.
